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LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE AND THE PROVISION 
OF PUBLIC SERVICES IN RURAL COMMUNITIES 

Edward A. Lutz 
Professor of Public Administration 

Department of Agricultural Economics 
Cornell University 

Two quotes in Dean Jans ma's talk outline for this morning illustrate sharply 
some hang-ups or mental barriers that agricultural economists and other stu
dents need badly to hurdle in considering problems of public policy and public 
operations. I shall repeat one of them and then discuss it before turning to the 
other. 

The first quote is from the Saturday Review, and was suggested as an or
ganizing theme. Here it is, "The battle to save the environment is just begin
ning, but until the nation decides which sectors of society will get priority, and 
who pays the price, ecology is nothing but rhetoric." Let me repeat and em
phasizethe phrase "until the nation decides." The assertion is that "until the na
tion decides," we have nothing but rhetoric. 

This belief is basic to a discussion of local government structure because 
it seems widely prevalent among people who consider themselves sophisticated 
intellectuals, maybe including a few agricultural e~onomists. 

"Until the Nation Decides" 

The nation does decide some things as a nation. It, of course, does not 
decide everything, if we stop to reflect a moment, even in the public policy line. 
The attitude emanating from the quote, however, when multiplied and trumpeted 
over the land, tends to push decisions upon the nation that add unnecessarily to 
the already fierce congestion. The inventory of pending decisions becomes moun
tainous. People like the Saturday Review writer, who see the world in ecological 
terms and the nation as the only center of decision, complain about substitution 
of rhetoric for action. Even a professor like the speaker is sometimes driven 
by demands beyond his capacity to substitute rhetoric for something solid and 
substantial. 

The Saturday Review in aiming at a national market for its product seems 
to equate public problems, and decisions for resolving them, with this market. 
It does this in a nation whose ponderous size ranks it fourth on earth in both pop
ulation and geographic area. It does this in a nation whose technological, social, 
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ethnic and economic complexity and interdependence make the problems prob
ably the most intractable on earth when they are all considered on a national scale. 
Such an attitude may sell Saturday Reviews from coast to coast. It is a rather 
fantastic view, when one reflects, if he has time to reflect, on how to resolve 
particular problems in particular ways. 

It may be a solace to some of our sophisticated intelligentsia to believe that 
Washington is supposed to have its eye on every sparrow when one tries to locate 
someone to blame for malnutrition among sparrows. The maintenance of a bird 
feeder outside one's dining room window often will be far more effective in pro
moting the ecological welfare of at least a particular fraction of the sparrow pop
ulation in the USA. It is probable that as a nation we could inaugurate programs 
to alleviate nutritional crises among the sparrows, and win the approbation of the 
peddlers of the Saturday Review. We must not overlook, nevertheless, the con
structive possibilities of supplying the backyard feeder even as we indulge in 
fashionable despair over the endless transcontinental jetstreams of rhetoric. 

You may think that by citing the nutritional problems of sparrows I exag
gerate the expectations of modern-day sophisticates concerning what we as a na
tion ought to decide to do. Let me remind you that there is a federal aid pro
gram for exterminating urban rats. When some individuals questioned the pro
posal a few years ago, they were put editorially in the public stocks of• The New 
York Times as calloused souls ignorant of real needs. 

The knee-jerk reaction of looking for the nation to decide, when one thinks 
he has a problem, overlooks the potentially important and indeed critical capacity 
for initiative of smaller groups, including communities or localities and their 
governments. The prevalence of the reaction seems fundamental to considering 
local government structure. 

Those Artificial State Boundaries 

The second quote from the talk outline for this morning refers to the arti
ficiality of state boundaries. This phrase appears in probably every standard 
text on American Government, and perhaps most of those on economics. Maybe 
it occurred to George Washington as he crossed the boundary of the Delaware 
River on that legendary winter night. It is used often in the Northeastern United 
States where especially large numbers of people seem to have settled in patterns 
having little reference to state boundaries. 

State lines are obviously artificial in the sense of having been designated 
by agreement among humans. Some such boundaries are artificial in the sense 
of being ill adapted to some of the purposes for which they may have been designed. 
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In considering such matters, one is tempted to muse upon the artificiality of some 
of the borders between the United States and its neighbors (e.g., between Niagara 
Falls, New York and Niagara Falls, Ontario), or between the countries of western 
Europe and elsewhere on earth many of which are smaller than a number of our 
states. One also recalls that the stability of the line between us and Canada has 
been customarily hailed as a symbol of inter-community amity. 

My purpose is simply to point out that there is an element of the arbitrary 
and artificial about most boundaries and that they continue to be essential for 
some purposes. We might do better in drawing state lines if starting with a 
clean slate. Not only is the prospect of doing better a political hazard, but we 
obviously don't have a clean slate. Further, the considerable volume of talk over 
a long period about obsolete state boundaries has not altered them in the slight
est. 

As a practical matter in approaching practical problems, we need to accept 
that the Northeastern (and other) states are here to stay for a time as political 
entitiesc Then we can study what needs to be done within this institutional frame
work. Accepting the states as states has basic importance for questions of local 
government and its structure. An old and often-cited court decision exaggerates 
somewhat, but has much legal truth in considering local governments as "crea
tures of the state. " It is impossible to consider questions of local governments 
for long without reference to the state by whose authority they exist and from 
which their powers are derived. 

Local Government As Significant 

The two quotes emphasized thus far in this talk reflect intellectual barriers 
in and outside of academe that block intelligent understanding and leadership of 
ablepeople including agricultural economists in seeking politically practical an
swers to public questions in the localities of the Northeastern United States and 
beyond. The first reflects the attitude that 200 million people through Washing
ton must decide public issues for 200 million. The second, in refusing to take 
state boundaries seriously, finds unworthy of study a primary alternative to na
tional decision and action in the political and governmental institutions of state 
and local government. 

In a sense roost of us agricultural economists, like the Saturday Review, 
cater to a national market. So do many other professionals, not to mention much 
business and industry. In trying to see the nation whole, state boundaries fade 
and become artificial while other equally artificial boundaries in things economic 
are accepted as a matter of course as, for example, publicly determined or reg
ulated transport costs in interstate commerce. Those who concern themselves 
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with more limited geographic areas tend to be regarded as parochial and provin
cial, not quite "professional. " 

It was my privilege recently to spend a sahbatic year in Norway where agri
cultural economists were also absorbed in probing national problems. The strik
ing contrast was that Norway is a sovereign nation with a mere 3-3/ 4 million 
people and a geographic area equal only to Maine, New York and Pennsylvania. 
Many problems were similar except in the often critical difference of scale. Can 
you imagine focusing your professional lives primarily upon questions confront
ing a political entity of that size? 

The first requirement for considering local government structure and the 
provision of public services locally is to take local (and state) government seri
ously. As Jerome Zukosky has recently said of the much publicized ''urban cri
sis," "The urban crisis, therefore, is a crisis of understanding and comprehen
sion, and much broader and more profound a problem than we assume. • • In one 
sense, the crisis testifies to a great failure on the part of scholars and others to 
educate and to promote politically acceptable measures for change." [5] 

The New York Times of May3lcarriedanAnthonyLewiscolumnon "Learn
ing to Think Small. " It was inspired· in London by the British sociologist Michael 
Young. "He [Young] made the case for smallness in human organization. For a 
long time, he said, we have believed that bigness brings efficiency in business 
and government. To gain economies of scale we have accepted the remoteness 
and impersonality of large organizations. 'Whenever anything goes wrong,' Dr. 
Young said, 'growth is the stock remedy.' The ailing automobile company is 
enlarged by merger. Government ministries are combined into a super-depart
ment. Local governments are expanded to cover larger areas. We build huge 
schools and universities. But the remedy no longer works.. • The big business
man tries to find ways of allowing smallness and initiative inside the huge cor
porate structure. The Federal Government looks for new relationships with lo
calities and states ••• In the end we ~ay have to come to radical change in po
litical structure and business ideology. Right now it is enough to begin by recog
nizing the renewed truth of what Louis Brandeis taught about the curse of big
ness." 

We need to think small enough to focus scholarly attention upon how public 
actions affect families and localities, towns and groups of towns, and private in
stitutions in variety within a finite geographic area. Otherwise we do little more 
than to contribute to those jetstreams of rhetoric. 
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Local Government Structure 

In education in recent years we've been confronted by the unpleasant and 
unnerving possibility that even when schooling is practiced according to the ap
proved models, we haven't been educating very well. In considering how to im
prove local government structure, we are in a similar fix of being much less sure 
than we once were about what are the right models. 

As a trained and more or less certified professor of public administration, 
I have shared, though by no means completely, the common yen for simplicity in 
local government structure--simplicity from the viewpoint of the rulers rather 
than the ruled., We have watched the census count of the units of government in 
the United States. The latest total of 81,000, though it has been shrinking, is 
regarded as much too many. The number, we have said, should be greatly re
duced, employees should be full time professionals, economies of scale should 
be realized from the enlarged resulting operations, organization should be ra
tionalized into the traditional pyramid of authority, multiple layers of local gov
ernment should be dissolved to a minimum of one or two. Then the public would 
be better served and would better understand what is going on preparatory to bet
ter decisions at elections and other times, e.g. see [1]. 

You may wish to estimate the significance of the apparent fact that those 
who have taken the doctrine just described most seriously seem to be in the deep
est trouble. The greatest progress in local consolidation and rationalization has 
been in school districts which preside over the largest sector of the field of ed
ucation., Elsewhere the reduction of numbers of local governments has been min
imal. The most striking and clean-cut illustration of metropolitan consolidation 
is the City of New York which expanded from Manhattan over the four other bor
oughs or counties at the turn of the century taking in a number of villages, cities, 
towns and school districts. If one measures urban crises by decibels of sound, 
it is clear that the City of New York leads in this as in many other things. As 
I've seen totals of the unusually large number of local political entities in adja
cent Nassauand Westchester Counties, I'vewondered if earlier emigresintosub
urbia were reacting to the monolithic City by incorporating neighborhood govern
ments., 

New Light in Academe 

In recent years, questioning of the classic public administration approach 
to local government structure has penetrated academe. Questioning heretofore, 
according to legend, has been largely limited to narrow, self-seeking, progress
blocking politicians, fearful of losing the power and pelf implicit in the public 
sinecures that would be abolished by a consolidated, reformed and efficient local 
government. 
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One result is a beginning of more systematic thinldng about the alternatives 
to the classic approach than is characterized by tub-thumping speeches on home 
rule or by doctrinaire pronunciamientos on participatory democracy. 

Vincent Ostrom, apolitical economist, has compared the public administra
tion doctrine with what he calls the approach of the contemporary political econ
omists [3]. With respect to thelatter, "During the last decade, a new analytical 
tradition has been developing among a group of political economists who have 
been preoccupied with the theory of public goods and with the problems of non
market decision making which arise under conditions of market weakness or mar
ket failure. Their work has developed to a point where we can anticipate quite 
different possibilities for the design of public organizational arrangements. Those 
possibilities are much more congruent with Hamilton and Madison's political 
theory [than is the public administration model]. This approach implies a dif
ferent basis for diagnosing social pathologies and a different set of prescriptions 
for treating those pathologies." [3) 

Later in the paper, he compared the two divergent approaches. "Both sets 
of analysts would probably agree that some serious 'urban problems' exist in the 
United States and that modifications in the structure of decision-making arrange
ments in many urban areas would probably lead to improvements in human wel
fare. Disagreements would begin to appear in any identification of the causal 
links associated with the malady. 

"The CED [Committeefor Economic Development] report [1] identifies the 
fragmentation of authority, and overlapping jurisdiction, as the source of chaos 
and disorder in the urban scene ••• 

"We might expect an organization analyst using the approach of the political 
economists to be more explicitly concerned about the symptoms characterizing a 
particular pathology and to attempt to establish a causal linldng... If 'crime in 
the streets' were the symptom, he would be concerned with identifying causal 
linkings related to that effect. The public good might be conceptualized as the 
peace and security of the streets and of those who use them. He then might spec
ulate that institutional failures associated with large-scale bureaucracies could 
be associated with 'crime in the street.' In that case, he would inquire further 
for evidences of 'bureaucratic free enterprise' associated with police corruption. 
Laws may serve as traps for money. If such patterns of conduct exist, he might 
further infer that opportunities would exist for alternative arrangements to meet 
the demand for police protection as reflected in a demand for personal security .•• 
A sharp rise in the demand for private security arrangements would be indica
tive of a failure of the public police agency to proportion its services so as to 
meet demands in its different services areas ••• 
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''The analyst associated with the political economy approach would perceive 
little benefit to be gained from a bigger and better funded police department in an 
enlarged metropolitan region under such circumstances ••• 

"Such conclusions do not imply the abolition of big city governments in fa
vor of neighborhood governments. Large-scale organizations are necessary for 
dealing with many large-scale problems associated with urban life. However, 
the elimination of collective enterprises capable of providing public services in 
response to smaller, diverse neighborhood situations will lead to impoverishment 
of life in urban neighborhoods, communities and villages within a megopolis 
(sic) •• o In a highly federated system with overlapping jurisdictions, organiza
tions can respond to problems involving diverse scales. Centralization need not 
be the antithesis of decentralization. Organizations capable of dealing with small
scale and large-scale problems can exist simultaneously." 

Let me supplement the sample from the Ostrom presentation with another 
from the Jerome Zukosky article already cited. Said he, "The federal treasury 
could be emptied tomorrow into the hands of big-city mayors and the problems of 
providing those services that bulk large in the litany of the urban crisis would no 
more disappear than if each of them were created separate states. The states 
could turn into the most willing servants of their largest cities, or all the local 
governments in any metropolitan area could disappear, and the problems of man
aging, planning and financing that extraordinary political economy we call urban 
areas and cities would remain as difficult and resistant to human effort as before. 

"Simple solutions or policies will not do because the problems of effecting 
change and improvement in that political economy are not simple and have little 
to do with the formal powers of government expressed in charters or the numbers 
of governments, and a great deal more to do with such matters as encouraging 
public and private investment, energizing bureaucracies to innovate and harness
ing technology to public purposes. Many are problems we commonly call man
agement: of pricing goods and services and planning future capital requirements. 
Others are problems of effecting political leadership and organizing political 
power to back it up so tough decisions can be made tolerably well and with min
imum conflict." [5] 

Daniel J. Elazar, a political scientist, also has discussed structure of lo
cal government, againwith referencetometropolitanareas. "[Every] localcom
munity is inextricably bound up in a three-way partnership with the federal and 
state government, one in which virtually every activity in which it is involved is 
shared intergovernmentally •• o 

"The existence of this partnership ••• reduces the desire of the local people 
to give up their local autonomy. Within the federal system, all local governments 
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act as acquirers of federal and state aid; as adapters of national or state pro
grams to local conditions, needs, and values; as initiators of new programs at 
the state and national, as well as the local, level; and as experimenters in the 
development of new services. Most important, for every local community or 
communal interest, possession of its own local government gives it a seat in the 
great game of American politics. Governmental organization is, in effect, a 
form of 'paying the ante' that gives the community as a whole, or the specific 
interest, access to a political system that is highly amenable to local influence 
properly managed. Relinquishment of structural autonomy, on the other hand, 
substantially weakens the position of the community, or interest, in its all-im
portant dealings with the state and federal governments. This militates against 
any local government ••• willingly giving up its existence unless its constituents 
cease to desire a special seat at the political table ••• 

"A [consolidated] metropolitan area is no more likely to be financially and 
economically self-sufficient than the largest states are today, and we know that 
no state is presently willing or able to give up federal assistance, particularly 
since none feels the need to do so to maintain reasonable local autonomy. " [2] 

From the West Coast 

Let me continue this litany of quotes on metropolitan restructuring with one 
more on the Los Angeles area by a political scientist who did a study of that area 
as a doctor's thesis. The literature of local government restructuring seems 
currently much more abundant on urban localities than rural, an imbalance that 
some in this group should try to correct. 

Robert Warren as a student of Los Angeles metropolitan area government 
wrote that his examination failed to verify that efficiency and adequacy of serv
ices are associated with a centralized metropolitan government. His studies sug
gest instead "that the capacities of a multi-nucleated governmental system may 
be at least equal, if not superior, to one in which decision making is formally 
centralized... [Analysis] of government within Los Angeles County indicates 
that the division of authority among autonomous public entities does not preclude 
efficient and adequate responses to the municipal needs of large and complex pop
ulations. • • Competition among jurisdictions in the Los Angeles area has become 
institutionalized in two senses. The Lakewood Plan has created a relationship 
similar to that of producer and consumer in the market by locating control over 
the provision of public goods and services in a number of independent cities, and 
production in a large scale producer [Los Angeles County] exposed to the possi
bility that the areas it services may utilize other means of production. The re
sults of the market-like interaction in this arrangement suggest that benefits com
parable to those attributed to competition in the private sector may also be re
alized in public organization... This quasi-market pattern appears to provide 
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a basis for structuring political fractionation in such a way that basic service 
standards are maintained, differing preferences in the public sector can be satis
fied, and higher levels of efficiency and responsiveness induced in a large scale 
producer." [4] 

Local Government, Rural and Urban 

It may be objected that all the talk about metropolitan areas is a long way 
from rural. But is it? The students quoted are telling us to be careful of the 
classic public administration approach in restructuring local government. They 
seem to be saying that you don't disregard it, but neither do you follow it blindly 
as revealed religion. To put it in unscholarly vernacular, they seem to be say
ing that there is more than one way to skin a cat. 

For example, where economies potentially realizable from scale are sig
nificant, what are the alternatives for realizing them? One, and only one, al
ternative is to consolidate until there is enough volume of business under one 
management to make possible the economies; even that alternative has its haz
ards with respect to economy as the City of New York has recently discovered in 
relation to its sanitation department. Performance contracts with private con
cerns for education, until recently heresy, are now at least getting a hearing. 
Other alternatives are to contract with other governments or private organiza
tions, to cooperate, look to a higher government, etc. In household manage
ment, each family doesn't make its own television set; it benefits from economy 
of scale by buying one made by a large producer. 

If professional expertness is wanted, what are the alternatives for obtain
ing it, in addition to the alternative of organizing local governments large enough 
to accommodate the full time experts on the payroll? 

The use of what is termed "para-professionals" is much discussed these 
days for local governments and in other situations. This late urban fashion has 
been prevalant for a long time in rural areas in the form of the part-time ama
teur public functionary in many lines. As ruralites know, the performance often 
has its faults. It is not always or maybe even usually done under the watchful eye 
of aprofessional. In the light of new insights, however, maybe we'd better count 
ten before we vote all the amateurs out of office in favor of the full time, fully 
certified expert. Again, if we observe carefully and systemica1ly, as good schol
ars should, what local government actually do, we are likely to discover numer
ous alternatives for deriving optimum combinations of professionalization and lay 
performance. 
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A Word on Finance 

Some of the students quoted heretofore have treated money with maybe too 
heavy an apparent disdain in discounting local government restructuring as a 
means of alleviating local public problems. Money alone will not solve the urban 
crisis, or the rural crisis. Obtaining money is, however, among the troubles. 

If one stares at the simple, unmanipulated figures in the accompanying ta
ble from a certain perspective, it is possible to reach one or two rather obvious 
conclusions. One is that in the course of the past three and a half decades, lo
cal governments have shifted from a heavily dominant to clearly subordinate po
sition in tax collections by the three levels of government--f ederal, state and lo
cal. A second is that while the local property tax take has expanded several 
times over, its growth has been nothing like the federal income taxes, especially 
the individual income tax. Even the social security taxes now exceed that local 
mainstay, the property taxo 

Observers agree on few things more widely than that local governments 
generally are under far more pressure than the federal in finding enough money 
to finance growing expenditures for essential public functions. The income elas
ticity of yield of the federal individual income tax has been a great discovery in 
political economics in the post-world war period of seemingly perpetually rising 
incomes. More money flows to the national treasury each year without the Con
gressional necessity of raising tax rates. This relatively benign and pleasant 
experience is in stark contrast to that of local (and state) governing bodies facing 
the perennial decision of how to get more money from tax bases generally much 
less responsive to economic expansion than the income tax. 

These and other constraints upon local governments help explain what some 
scholars regard as the innate conservatism of many local officials. One way of 
modifying these attitudes is to reduce the hazards of political gunfire incident to 
raising necessary funds for local treasuries. 

How do you generate within communities around the Northeastern United 
States an intelligent, shrewd, skeptical, "sophisticated" willingness to raise taxes 
or other revenues for local communal purposes? I submit that one direction to 
look is toward more and better sources of locally raised revenue, and that this 
direction may be more important in adding to local government vitality than try
ing to equalize and make uniform taxes and public services among localities, sig
nificant though the latter may be. 

The inadequacies of supplying local revenues through large numbers of 
fragmented federal (and state) aid programs have recently been pointed out by 
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more thorough scholars of the subject than I. The relatively unconditional fed
eral revenue sharing proposals would substantially modify the fragmented ap
proach, although the initial amount proposed for the general revenue sharing 
($5 billion) is modest compared with the numbers in the accompanying table. 
These federal explorations and alternatives are interesting and worth pursuing. 
But we need, I think, to pursue alternatives farther and more thoroughly than is 
likely. to be done under official federal or state auspices. Perhaps among agri
cultural economists and their peers in the Northeast, we shall find talented and 
imaginative researchers who will prospect for the gold in this lode, and who will 
propose alternatives that will give at least a one-man one-vote break to the rural 
areas relative to urban. 

In the dim past when I first read a public finance text, I learned the con
vincing reasons why the individual income tax was not suitable to local govern
ment use. Du.ring my recent stay in Norway, I discovered that the Norwegians 
are ignorant of such matters, and that this tax occupies the preeminent position 
in local government taxation that the property tax does here. In the municipality 
where I resided, roughly equivalent to a moderate sized New England town, the 
tax rate was a not untypical 19 percent! This local tax is proportionate to income 
while the national tax is on a graduated scale. 

There are all sorts of reasons why so heavy local reliance upon income 
taxation won't work here. It may be worthwhile to look more searchingly to see 
if the reasons are the right reasons before we write off the Scandinavian experi
ence. 

The search for improved local revenue sources should not be limited to taxes 
alone as the word "taxes" is understood by the Census Bureau in compiling sta
tistics of state and local finance. Revenues also include the broad Census cate
gories of "charges and miscellaneous general revenue" and "utility revenue. 11 

Resource economists have called attention to a variety of possibilities for pric
ing public services and for charges such as for environmental protection. The 
potential of expanded use of "non-tax revenues" offers opportunity for imagina
tive economic research that will help resolve pressing problems of financing 
public services in rural communities. 

The End and Beginning 

Institutions of local government are being viewed in fresh perspective as 
essential elements in effectively serving the public in both rural and urban com
munities. There is plenty of room for improving those institutions, and plenty 
of scope for scholarly work by agricultural economists and others in the search 
for alternatives for improvement. 
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We appear to know less than we once thought we did about these things. We 
need to think less of national solutions for all public questions, and the rhetoric 
it takes to move a nation of 200 million souls to respond. We need to consider 
more the ways for communities that are finite in numbers of individuals and in 
ties of communal interests to make visible inroads on their concerns. 

One requirement is a seasoning of humility in intellectual endeavor. An 
able agricultural economics graduate student of a generation ago had on the wall 
by his desk a motto that would seem quaint to the Saturday Review, "Life by the 
yard is hard. Life by the inch is a cinch." Settling the fate of the United States 
at every seminar can make life incredibly difficult--or lost in rhetoric. Settling 
the future of Podunk is enough to try most men's capacities, themore so if mul
tiplied by a factor of 3 or 4 or 10, let alone by a few score or few hundred. 

A valuable attribute of many agricultural economists that gave rise to the 
profession and its widespread recognition was perhaps acquired from the physi
cal and biological scientists who have been their colleagues in the applied sci
ences of agriculture. It was the habit of observing systematically and first hand 
the phenomena to be studied and taught. One learned how farms were run by 
visiting, questioning and recording the answers of farmers representative of the 
population under study. 

Systematic observation of local government and its managers, employees 
and customers has a potential for similar returns. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Reaction 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE AND THE PROVISION 

OF PUBLIC SERVICES IN RURAL COMMUNITIES 

Discussion of Edward A. Lutz's Paper 

Silas B. Weeks 
Extension Economist 

Institute of Natural and Environmental Resources 
University of New Hampshire 

There is little one can quarrel with in Ed Lutz's proposition that a nation 
of 200 million persons in an unrealistic decision making body in terms of deriv
ing clear cut goals, mandates, concensus, or even a definition of what consti
tutes the public interest for any particular issue. If the body-politic cannot reach 
a conclusion about a war which has cost 50,000 lives of its own youth, it can 
hardly be expected to come up with clear mandates on water pollution, day care 
centers, land use controls, or police procedures. 

It is also self evident that while "common sense" may dictate revised state 
borders and a rewritten constitution, political sense says that these are never 
never land dreams. 

Equally, one may, as Ed notes, join with political theorists to decry over
lapping jurisdictions and at the same time watch operating politicians continue to 
support further proliferation of services, of specialized boards, of single func
tion agencies, and the continued fragmentation of jurisdictional areas. The re
cent regionalization of federal agencies and the demand of HUD for a regional 

I . 

planning district super-imposed on local planning districts in only one illustra-
tion suggesting that the political scientists' model of a clearly delineated, ra
tional, multifunctional, large and orderly political subdivision remains, as Ed 
suggests, a textbook idea. 

Yet, having said all this, what structural reordering can wepropose as an 
alternative to either the academic political scientists' "impossible dream" or the 
given "organized chaos" we presently have? 

Professor Lutz suggests several models. One is the multi-nucleated units 
of government placed within an institutional structure that fosters "competition" 
or "market like" interaction. He is supported in this view by Allen Schmidt, 
Michigan State University, whose article titled Institutional Alternatives for Im
proving Our Environment [1] states in part: "Another direction in which we might 
look for fundamental change is to pay more explicit attention to the rules of bar
gaining among governmental units, that is, more effective implementation of our 
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pluralistic philosophy. We have a pluralistic philosophy of competition among 
pressure groups, but little attention has been given to the rules of this competi
tion. Part of the problem may be that government is not seen as consisting of 
bargaining units. Some conceive of it inonlyhierarchial terms with lines of com
mand running from the legislature to the chief executive to the agency. Yet, much 
bargaining goes on between agencies which really represent different groups." 

"It is very awkward for a dispute between state agencies to be settled by 
the courts, since the Attorney General would be in the position of representing 
both parties. This means that disputes are usually bargained out in less explicit 
forms not open to public view. This fosters trades which are sufficient to keep 
sleeping dogs asleep but not necessarily to solve conflicts which remain fester
ing even if unidentified as to source. " 

A second proposal of Professor Lutz is consolidation of functions where 
scale economies are clearly evident. It is suggested that such consolidation might 
be by contract with either neighboring communities or directly into the private 
sector. 

A third point of his concern is government by hobby. Ed suggests we look 
carefully before going to the expense of substituting the hired expert for the local 
amateur in government at the community level. 

Professor Lutz's final point is that while it may be better to be rich than 
poor, money alone won't solve either the urban or rural crisis. He continues 
with an assessment of trends in tax collection, federal, state and local noting that 
the income tax has been expanded at a rate greatly in excess of the property tax 
and adds to this observation that there is no command from heaven that says the 
income tax is the sole property of either the Feds or the State. On this point, and 
it's only a minor point, if one subtracts out the federal tax take that goes to the 
money grabbing, insatiable demands of the military establishment and also the 
insurance trust for the Social Security account--two functions that obviously are 
not appropriate at local levels--then the idea of the Federal government has grown 
in vastly greater proportions than local government is a good deal less clear. 

In response to some of the points Ed has raised about the issue of economies 
of scale, I had occasion to look at local government costs in Rhode Island last 
year and in New Hampshire several years previously. In both cases I converted 
major administrative and operational costs to a per capita basis and compared 
these by size of community. Except in the tiniest of communities, the smaller 
towns appear to have generally lower per capita costs for both total costs and for 
most services, except in some cases schools. 
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However, more detailed analysis generally reveals both substantially fewer 
services being performed and generally lower quality of services. For example, 
most small, and many medium sized, communities would be without a building 
inspector, an airport, a housing authority, a recreation director, a health clinic, 
or an economic development commission • 

. In terms of "quality" they would be without 24 hour police coverage, public 
pickup of garbage, central sewer and water systems, and a library open 6 days 
a week. Equally, the capacity of hardware to fight crime, fight fires, or main
tain roads would be technically inferior. 

Libraries serve as particularly well to illustrate the kind of issues that we 
get involved in when we talk about sizes of community and inefficiencies. A li
brary of 50,000 volumes serving 25,000 people represents 2 books per capita 
whereas a library of 5,000 in a community of 1,000 persons represents 5 books 
per capita. Yet if one uses a library there is no way that a 5,000 book library 
can adequately substitute for the one with 50, 000 volumes. 

I do not wish to suggest that smaller communities cannot reasonably do 
without many services found in the larger ones or that private provision of pub
lic services necessarily represents deprivation on the part of the citizen. I per
sonally haveno objection to taking my trash to thedump, and my privatewell af
fords me water quality superior to most public systems. But what does need to 
bepointed out is that substantially larger units of government, greater sophisti
cation of function, larger taxing authority, and larger decision making bodies are 
necessary if I am to benefit from an airport, a museum, a high speed highway, 
or medical care for the indigent. If my small community is in some sense to 
"piggy back" on these services provided by larger communities, should I not ex
pect to bear some of the costs? 

The central federalized, decision making, taxing, and grant route may, 
despite slippage, inefficiency, and arbitrary bureaucracy, be the only manner in 
which certain public functions can be assured of uniform performanceo The need 
for standardized equipment and procedures in the landing and take off of high 
speed airplanes represents one issue of this kind, that of uniformed hardware. 
Whether the decision in regard to hardware and system represents general pub
lic concensus or limited bureaucratic fiat is in fact less important than that the 
latest technology be used and that said technology be uniformly imposed. 

Equally, from the standpoint of software or policy issues, there appear to 
be clear cases where there is no substitute for the Feds. Again, despite slip
page, inefficiency, and arbitrary and insensitive bureaucracy--central decision 
making may be essential. An example here is the ability of a foot loose industry 
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to coerce the local community when we fail to have uniform minimum wage and 
uniform pollution standards throughout the nation. Equally, I think it is difficult 
not to suggest that in some sense of equity, it is essential that we have a uniform 
or at least minimum standards of education, integration, aid to dependent child
ren, access to natural resources, sanitary food supplies, and so forth • 

. Perhaps in conclusion I am trying to say that in some sense I think Ed sets 
up a strawman as a whipping boy when he initiates his paper by suggesting that 
"until the nation decides" is the issue. In many cases the real issue is not who 
decides but that someone decides and that for some matters, at least, the policy 
decided must be imposed on the local community rather than derived from it. For 
some issues while our residence may be local, our citizenship is national. 
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Summary 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT STRUCTURE AND THE PROVISION 

OF PUBLIC SERVICES IN RURAL COMMUNITIES 

Chairman: Dennis K. Smith, University of Delaware 
Speaker: Edward A. Lutz, Cornell University 

React.or: Silas B. Weeks, University of Vermont 

Consideration of the broad area of local government structure relative t.o 
the provision of public services was focused by Dr. Edward A. Lutz in his key
note paper on the recognition of the potentially important capacity for action and 
initiative of local communities and their governments. This recognition is in 
contrast to the traditional and somewhat popular approach of restructuring local 
governments into larger political units when faced with problems of public serv
ice provision. 

Lutz pointed out that there are no simple solutions or policies applicable to 
the problems faced by local communities. Problems of effecting change and im
provement in political economies center on public and private investments, man
agement of public service provision, and effecting political leadership. There
fore, local government restructuring with its change in formal political powers 
may have a minimal contribution to problem solution. Given a recognition of the 
potential for local community action, the need arises for the examination and anal
ysis of alternative public service provision policies applicable at this governmental 
level such as the expansion of local revenue sources, public service contractual 
arrangements, inter-area cooperative agreements, and inter-area sharing of 
professional personnel. 

A benchmark for the discussion of Lutz's paper was provided by Professor 
Silas B. Weeks in hisdiscussant'spresentation. Initially, it was recognized that 
not all community related problems are amenable to action at local levels. This 
is particularly true in the case of the existence of external community effects re
lating to regional environmental quality problems. 

A largeportion of the discussion centered on the question of "amateurism" 
in local government. Given that an important potential exists for solving public 
service provision problems at local levels, it was recognized that the required 
expertise is often lacking among local government officials. The hiring of pro
fessional personnel and Extension education programs were discussed as primary 

_ means of increasing local government expertise. It is evident that additional re
search and program development is required relative to both of these considera
tions. 
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An additional question was raised in the discussion concerning the possible 
divergence between local and national standards for public serviceprovision lev
els. Without recognition of this divergence, the consideration of the adequacy of 
local government actions may be seriously impaired. 

The conclusion of the discussion centers on the recognition that although 
some .regional type community public service provision problems probably re
quire area-wide local government restructuring, a broad range of such problems 
can potentially be approached through local community actions. Inherent in this 
latter approach is the recognition of the need for the improvement of the deci
sion-making capacity and expertise of local government officials. 


